
GET INSPIRED!GET INSPIRED!

Dark, winter days are often embraced by quilters, who happily hunker down in  
sewing rooms and quilt the days and evenings away. May the quilts on these pages,  
filled with sparkling snow and frosty vistas, give you a boost of inspiration  
for your next winter project!

Northern Magic is evident in this piece designed and quilted  
by Terry Rowland.
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Snowman Crazy Quilt is designed, made, 
quilted and embroidered by Angela Grasse. 

This wintry, postcard quilt, Serenity, is made by Sheryl Garrett  
of Moosomin, SK.

Observing fresh snow on a sunny day  
inspired Jaynie Himsl to create Diamonds  

in the Snow… the many diamonds are  
always just out of reach!

January in the Park designed by Trish Johnson

This modern, iceberg-inspired quilt  
pillow is designed and quilted by pattern 

designer Cristina De Miranda of  
Ships & Violins, Toronto, ON. 
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Tobogganing in Toronto submitted  
by Trish Johnson.

With winter fast approaching, Linda Kyle 
shares A Journey to Light. A raw-edge  

fusible appliqué quilt designed by  
McKenna Ryan of Pine Needles.

Canadian Wilderness, made and  
quilted by Lyne Mielke, is a special  

gift for friends in Belize.

Colette Dumont designed and made this wintry, snowy  
owl quilt, Ookpik. The owl is designed from a photo by 

M. Gilles Archambeault. To correct an error in the 2019 
autumn issue of Canadian Quilter, the quilt is made from 

100% cotton and the bias is 45% nylon/55% metallic.

Snow Bears is designed, pieced and machine quilted by 
Anne Ruhl Murray. Inspired by a Hoffman® Call of the Wild 

digital panel, Snow. Photograph by Evelyn Silva.
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This snowman’s smile is enchanting and 
Linda Kyle couldn’t resist! She appliquéd  
and quilted Frosty Friends, designed by  

Joan Jones of Seams Like Home.

Mini-quilt pillow case designed and quilted  
by Xenia Antipova—sent all the way from Cyprus!

Terry Rowland collaged and quilted this combination of  
northern lights and polar bear, titled Nanook.

Melissa Rice designed and made two quilts, the skidoo quilt is a donation to the  
Newfoundland and Labrador Snowmobile Federation, while the snowboarding quilt  

is a gift for young man, who loves to snowboard! 
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